translation: Patrick Korner

It’s late summer, the sun is shining, and the Schafhof opens its gates. A carousel, a football ﬁeld and
delicious food await children from all around the
world. For now, though, chaos still reigns. You and

What do I need to
do before the game?

your friends race about, checking that everything is
in its place. Are the small animals comfortable? Are
the clowns ready with tricks and will the ponies ﬁnd
sweet grass when the fair’s in full swing?

The Game looks like this at the start:

First, lay the game board with the
festival landscape into the middle of the playing
area. Mix up the 44 thick cardboard tiles and
lay them out face-down around the board.

red
Start with Shortcut
space
4 players

Finally, each player chooses a playing
ﬁgure and puts it onto the red starting ﬁeld
that matches the number of players.

Starting fields for
2, 3 or 4 players
Playing figures

yellow spaces
for children

Start with
3 players

green spaces
for horses

Goal space
orange spaces
for clowns

This is what you’ll
find in the box:
1
4
44
1

game board
44 wellplaying ﬁgures
mixed, facecardboard tiles
down tiles
set of rules
(in German, English and French)
blue
2 player aids

Festival
route

spaces for
small animals

Start with
2 players

player
aids
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Shortcut
trail

What’s the goal of the game?

How do I move my playing figure?

You’re visiting the “Schafhof-Festival
for UNICEF” and want to see everything.
To do this, you play in clockwise order, with the
youngest player playing ﬁrst.

At the end of each turn in which you could place
at least one tile onto the festival landscape, you
move your playing ﬁgure along the festival route
in the direction of the goal space near the
festival stage.

On your turn, you turn over tiles, one after the other. But be
careful – with each additional tile you turn over, the risk that
you’ll have to turn them
all back over again
increases.

How far can I move?
The more tiles you can place, the faster you get to
move. At ﬁrst, your movement distance doubles for each additional tile:

Eventually, you either choose or are
forced to stop turning over tiles. At that
point, you try to place as many of the
face-up tiles as possible onto the festival landscape.
The more tiles you can place, the further
forward you’re allowed to move your
playing ﬁgure along the festival route.
The player who has moved his ﬁgure the furthest
at the end of the game is
the winner.

•

If you were only able to place a single tile,
you get to move exactly 1 space forward.

•

If you were able to place 2 tiles,
you must move exactly 2 spaces forward.

•

If you were able to place 3 tiles,
you must move 4 spaces forward.

•

If you were able to place 4 tiles,
you must move 8 spaces forward.

For each additional tile after the fourth, you must move an additional 4 spaces forward.

So for 5 tiles, I have to move
12 spaces, for 6 tiles 16 spaces,
and for 7 tiles I have to move
20 spaces forward.

“spaces”

How do you want to explain this?
We’ve chosen four points to cover:
•

First, we’ll explain how and when you’re
allowed to move your playing ﬁgure,

•

then we’ll explain which tiles you can ﬁnd
and where you can place them,

•

following that, we’ll explain what can happen
when you turn over tiles,
•

goal

And 20 spaces isn’t
anywhere near the end!
You’ll find a table
on the player aids that shows
how far you must move for
different numbers of tiles.

and ﬁnally, there’s a special turn that ends
the game, should no player have reached
the festival stage yet.
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What do red spaces with arrows mean?

What do I need to watch out for?

The red double arrows indicate shortcuts. Each arrow is at the start of a trail
that will bring you to the goal faster.

▪ You must place all of the tiles that you can.
•

You may only move towards the festival stage.

•

You don’t need to reach the goal space in front of the
stage exactly, but may also overshoot it.

▪

Other than when reaching the goal space, you can’t
choose not to use up your movement points.

▪

You must always stop on an empty space.

▪

With 3 or 4 players, the route is shortened: the start
space moves, while the goal space stays the same.

4-player
start

When you end your movement on a red space
with a double arrow, you must follow the trail. You immediately
move your playing ﬁgure along the trail to the next space. The
space might be a trail space adjacent to a festival attraction or
a space back on the main festival route.
If you land on an attraction space, then you continue following
the trail back to the festival route once you can place tiles
again.

That‘s the Route to the
stage without shortcuts

red moves to
the red space and
takes the shortcut.
Since Blue is currently
on the space at the
end of the trail,
red gets to move
an extra space.

3-player
start
Goal

2-player
start

What do I do when a space is occupied?
If the space that you want to move to is occupied, then
you move to the next space. If the next space is also occupied,
then you get to jump over several playing ﬁgures at once.

Now you know how and
when you’re allowed to
move your playing figure,
next, we’ll explain which
tiles you can find and
where you can place them.

red must move 2
spaces. Since Blue
is on the second
space, red gets
to move an
extra space.
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Now I’ve found a child;
where does he go?

What tiles can I find and when
and where can I place them?
There are 4 different types of tiles that you can ﬁnd
while turning them over:

There are 20 children. The children belong to
one of 4 teams, each of which consists of 5 children. You can
recognize the children by the way they look and by their yellow
background. The team that a child belongs to is indicated by
the symbol on the tile:

7 clowns, 20 children, 9 horses and 8 small animals.
All 4 tile types have speciﬁc places in the festival
landscape where they
may be placed. You can
tell which places these are
by the colours of their borders, which are similar to
the background colours of the matching tiles. However, you
may not always be allowed to place tiles.

There are 7 clowns, recognizable by their orange background
and the makeup-wearing clown with a black suit and a top hat.
Clowns may only be placed onto a free space with an orange
border. Each festival attraction has an orange space. Children
may not be added to an attraction unless a clown has already
been placed there.

•

the 5 riding children have a horseshoe,

•

the 5 playing children have a pair of stilts and

•

the 5 painting children have a paintbrush.

You’ll find
the team symbols on
the children tiles.

If you’re lucky, you can place the clown during the same turn
and use it to open the attraction.

Clowns may only
be placed onto
a free space with
an orange
border.

You may place
children only onto
a free space with
a yellow border
that’s near a clown.
Does the colour of my
No! Every player may
playing figure matter?
use any tile and any space.
Do sporting children
have to go onto the
football field?
No! Any child
can go to any
attraction. All that
is required is a clown and
a free space. In this example,
a sporting child can only go
to the UNICEF booth.

football
field
festival
stage

carousel

The 5 sporting children have a football,

Children may only be placed
onto a free space with a yellow border. In addition, the
attraction that the space belongs to must have previously been opened by a clown.

I’ve revealed a clown;
where does he go?

There‘re 4 festival
attractions::
football field,
carousel,
UNICEF booth or
festival stage.
Each Attraction
has just one
orange space
for a clown.

•

UNICEF
booth
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Now a horse has showed up;
where does it go?

I’ve found a small animal;
where does it go?
8 small animals live along the brook that ﬂows
through the Schafhof. They are all different.
You can recognize the small animals by their blue background.
The animals go onto the blue-bordered spaces along the brook.

9 horses live in the Schafhof.
All horse tiles have a light green background. You can tell
what type of horse it is by its colour:
•

The 3 brown horses have brown hair.

•

The 3 white ones have white hair.

•

The 3 ponies have patchy colouring.

The horses play in the spaces with
green borders in the horse meadow.
You can only place horses in identical
sets of 3:
Either 3 brown horses or
3 white horses or 3 ponies.

Here you can
see one of
each type.

A bat, butterfly, dragonfly,
frog, fox, trout, kingfisher
and beetle live near the brook.
The small animals don’t like being
alone. Therefore, you must always place
at least 2 in a turn, although you can place
3 or more at once. Which animals you
place at a time doesn’t matter.

horse
meadow

Brook

You can place more than one set of 3
at once, though.

Of the 6 revealed
horses, you can
only place the 3
brown ones into
the meadow.
The 2 white ones
and the pony must
be turned back
over again.

You can place the Bat
and the Trout at once
near the brook.

What happens to the tiles
that I can’t place?
After you’ve placed all of the tiles that you could and
moved your playing ﬁgure, you turn the remaining unplaced
tiles back over again. It is then the next player’s turn.

“Place”

We’ll now explain how a
game turn works.
The 2 player aids also show
you what tiles can be placed
where and when.
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What happens when
I turn over a clown?

When can I turn tiles over?
Your turn always starts with you choosing and turning
over a tile.

With a clown, you might be in luck.
If one of the festival attractions doesn’t have a clown yet and
you haven’t turned over a small animal this turn, then you get to
place the clown onto a free orange clown space.

Then, things continue in one of 3 ways. Either:
•

you have to stop turning tiles over, or

•

you choose to stop turning tiles over, or

•

you turn another tile over.

Afterwards, you get to place as many additional tiles as you
can and then move your playing ﬁgure forwards. It is then the
next player’s turn.

If you turn another tile over, you have to choose again if you want
to keep going or stop – unless you’re forced to stop, that is.

If, however, none of the orange clown spaces are free anymore, then you have to immediately turn all of the tiles you
revealed this turn back over again. It is then
the next player’s turn.

You can keep turning over tiles for as long as you like, provided
you’re not forced to stop.

Later on, we’ll
explain a special turn
that is somewhat different
and may end the game.

You’ve turned over 4 tiles. The last one was a clown. Since a
clown space is still free, you can place the clown and the 2
children in the festival landscape and move your playing figure 4
spaces forward. You have to turn the pony back over again.

What happens when I’m forced to
Stop! by small animals or children?

When do I have to stop
turning tiles over?
You must stop turning over tiles in the following 3 instances. Either:

Bad luck! You only get a chance to still place tiles
when you turn over a clown.

•

you turn over a clown, or

•

you turn over a small animal as well
as another tile that isn’t a small animal, or

In all other Stop! cases, you have to turn all of the tiles you
revealed this turn back over again. It is then the next player’s
turn.

•

you turn over two children that belong
to the same team.

What happens if I choose
to stop turning tiles over?
If you choose to stop turning tiles over, then you
must place as many of the tiles you turned over as possible into
the festival landscape. You then move your playing ﬁgure the
appropriate number of spaces forward.

The order in which you
turn over tiles doesn’t
matter.
The 2 player aids
also show you when you have
to stop turning over tiles.

It is then the next player’s turn.

And what should I do when
nothing but clowns and a small
animal are left to be turned over?
As promised, there’s
still a special turn left.
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What do I get if I manage to identify all of the tiles correctly?

How does the game end?
The game ends in one of two ways:
•

when a player has moved his playing ﬁgure
to the goal space by the festival stage, or

•

when a player manages to identify all
of the remaining tiles before turning
any of them over.

If you manage to identify all of the remaining tiles
correctly, then you get to move your playing ﬁgure 2 spaces
forward for each remaining tile – including the free one at the
end.

How can I identify tiles?
If you want to try and identify all of the remaining
tiles, then, at the start of your turn, before turning
any tiles over, you must announce: “I know them all!”

If the last 3 clowns are the only
tiles left, then you get to move
6 spaces. If, for example, you also
identified a painting child and a small
animal, then you get to move
10 spaces forward.

“spaces”
The 2 player aids also
show you how far you’re
allowed to move when
you correctly identify all
of the remaining tiles.

Afterwards, you point to a tile and say what it is:
“clown”, “small animal”,
“sporting child”, “riding child”,
“painting child”, “playing child”,
“brown horse”, “white horse” or “pony”.
You then turn that tile over.
If you were right, then you repeat this process until
there is only one face-down tile left. This tile you don’t need to
identify; you get to just turn it over.

Who wins the game?
If a player moves to the goal space,
then he immediately wins the game.

If you make a mistake, then you turn all of the tiles back over
again and it is then the next player’s turn. That player gets to
choose if he wants to take a normal turn or also try to identify
all and end the game.

If the game ends because a player correctly
identiﬁed all of the remaining tiles, then the
player whose playing ﬁgure moved the
furthest is the winner.

Do I need to know No! You also don’t need to know
exactly what kind
what kind of toy or hair colour
of small animal it is?
the children have.
Clown, small animal, horse type
and children’s team
Fine, but How come the
are enough.
last face-down tile
is free?
It’s free because it’s easy to
tell what kind of tile it has
to be by counting up the tiles
that are showing.

A playing ﬁgure that is standing on a trail space by an attraction
at the end of the game is moved back to the shortcut space that
led it to the attraction.

And now,
it’s off
to the:
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